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Abstract

The RVM-based learning method for whole body pose
estimation proposed by Agarwal and Triggs is adapted to
hand pose recovery. To help overcome the difficulties pre-
sented by the greater degree of self-occlusion and the wider
range of poses exhibited in hand imagery, the adaptation
proposes a method for combining multiple views. Compar-
isons of performance using single versus multiple views are
reported for both synthesized and real imagery, and the ef-
fects of the number of image measurements and the number
of training samples on performance are explored.1

1 Introduction

Discriminative approaches have recently became widely
explored for the challenging problem of estimating the 3D
pose of articulated objects from 2D images. The idea is
to recover a direct, but not physically-based, mapping be-
tween a robust representation of appearance and the model
parameters such as joint angles. The approach exploits the
fact that the typically explored range of hand poses is much
smaller than the potential range.

One approach to relating image measurements qualita-
tively to 3D poses is that of classification, where a discrete
set of 3D poses constitutes the set of classes. Training sam-
ples are generated using synthetic images of a hand model
at several poses and an efficient classifier, usually based on
a decision tree, is used [2, 8, 9]. Although high accuracy
can be obtained, these frameworks demand a large set of
classes if a comprehensive range of recoverable poses is de-
sired, which makes the computation time prohibitive.

An alternative is to use strong temporal priors as done
in [4] for walking people. But unlike walking, hand move-
ments are not typically cyclic, which presents a difficulty
for HMM-based methods, leading to the need of more com-
plex graphical models, as presented in [11].

1This work was supported by CAPES (Brazil) and EPSRC (UK).

Another category of discriminative methods for 3D pose
estimation is that of regression, where a continuous map be-
tween image measurements and 3D poses is created. This
expands the range of possible poses and leads to smoother
estimates if the method is used for tracking. Rosaleset
al. [7] proposed a system that uses a non-linear supervised
learning framework, the specialised mappings architecture,
which are learnt using a set of training pairs of image mea-
surements and 3D poses. The measurements used are seven
invariant Hu moments.

Agarwal and Triggs [1] used richer image measure-
ments, shape contexts [3], and a sparser mapping method,
which is based on Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [13].
Their method has been extended to include a dynamical
model and also to consider multiple hypotheses to deal
with ambiguities in a probabilistic manner. Sminchisescu
et al. [10] contemporaneously proposed a similar method
for pose estimation and tracking.

In this paper, a regression-based approach to hand pose
recovery is taken, following in part Agarwal and Triggs’
work on whole body pose estimation.

However, the hand pose recovery is in general a more
difficult problem, not least because of the far greater degree
of actual occlusion, and of “apparent” occlusion where fin-
ger bounding contours are lost. For this reason this paper
proposes an extension of the single view method to multi-
ple cameras, an approach which Erolet al. [5] point out has
not been widely explored for this problem. An experimen-
tal comparison of single and multiple view performance is
presented, taking into account variation in the number of
image measurements and training samples needed.

2 Extracting Multiple View Image Descrip-
tors

The initial step of the method (both in training and ap-
plication phases) is the conversion of each image of a hand
into a silhouette contour, and thence into a compact descrip-
tion using shape contexts [3]. Because of the wide variation
in scale and orientation of hands in imagery, it is important
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to incorporate invariance to these transformations withinthe
context. A novel modification for rotation invariance is pro-
posed. Its description is followed by the description of our
method for combination of multiple view information.

Recovery of the silhouette of the hand, assumed un-
gloved, is achieved using a trained histogram-based skin
colour classifier applied, for robustness, to the Cr and Cb
channels of the YCbCr chromatic space. Images are sub-
sampled to90 × 120 pixels to reduce computation cost. In
our database, hands occupied about 20% (±6.2% STD) of
the image pixels. The shape contexts are computed only
from positions on the silhouette contour, which is easily de-
rived by edge detection in the resulting skin/not-skin binary
image (see Fig.1).
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Figure 1. A hand image (a), its extracted sil-
houette contour (b), and the shape context
vector (c) obtained from the middle finger tip.

A shape context [3] is a local non-parametric description
of shape computed at each point on the silhouette contour.
Neighbouring contour pixels are accumulated in 60 bins ar-
ranged in log-polar fashion, five along the radial direction
and twelve around the polar angle, spaced equally in log-
distance and angle, respectively. To provide a first layer of
scale invariance, the inner radius is set toµ/8, whereµ is
the mean of the distances between all pairs of points in the
silhouette. The radius increases in octaves to2µ, typically
covering all of the hand silhouette. The resulting 60-bin his-
togram is normalised, providing again for scale-invariance.
For imagei the complete image description is generated as
the set ofni 60-bin histograms computed atni points along
the silhouette contour.

Belongieet al. [3] ensured rotational invariance by align-
ing the fiducial0◦ line of the shape context with the tangent
to the silhouette contour at each point. While this works
well if the contour is smooth (which in our experience re-
quires either large images or fitting parametrised curves to
the edges), the result in low resolution images, and using
pixel contour points, was found to be noisy. A more robust
alternative is to use the geometric centre of the silhouette
and set the fiducial line to be orthogonal to the line from the
centre to the contour point. The rotation invariance of both

tangent-based and centroid-based methods is obtained at the
cost of reducing the amount of global information about the
shape of the silhouettes.

The solution adopted in this paper is to orient the shape
contexts with the hand axis. For simplicity, it is assumed
that two points of the silhouette contour lie on the image
borders, and these points are taken to be either side of the
forearm. The silhouette point that is the furthest away from
the end of the forearm is classified as the hand tip, so the
vector between the forearm and the hand tip is taken as the
hand axis. The results in Fig.2 show that this maintains the
discrimination power of non-rotation invariant shape con-
texts and adds robustness to planar rotations. Note that us-
ing the principal axis, the fingers ambiguity is avoided (row
a). In row (b) tangent-based and principal axis-based rota-
tion invariant shape contexts provided better results thanthe
shape contexts without rotation invariance.

input not-inv. tangent centroid princ axis

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Nearest-neighbour classification or
the two silhouettes on the left using different
methods to orient shape contexts.

The dimensionality required to describe an image is
reduced by quantising the shape context manifold into a
codebook usingK-means (K = 90 in our experiments).
Since shape contexts are histograms, the natural dissimi-
larity measure for histograms is theχ2 test statistic [3].
To soften the effects of spatial quantisation, histograms are
built by allowing context vectors to vote with Gaussian
weights into the few centres nearest to them [1]. These his-
tograms are normalised w.r.t. the number of points in the
silhouette contour, again for scale invariance. The obtained
vectors are robust to small shape variations and to noise in
segmentation.

Three ways to combine multiple view information have
been considered. The low level approach is to group all the
shape contexts from all the images together before cluster-
ing to build the histograms. The problem of this approach is
that the improvement obtained by using multiple views may
not be very significant, as one set of measurements can be
associated with more than one global orientation.

An alternative is to estimate the pose from each view in-
dividually and combine the results at a high level using, for
example, a graphical model. If global pose parameters can
be estimated using triangulation, and if regressors can be

2
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trained with a comprehensive samples set, then the same re-
gressor can be applied for all the cameras, and the setup of
cameras may not need to be the same as in training. How-
ever, as discussed later, it is not realistic to use comprehen-
sive training sets.

The approach proposed here is to combine the informa-
tion at an intermediate level, by generating description vec-
torsx for each camera individually and concatenating them
into a higher dimensional vector that describes the current
measurements from all the cameras. The regressor is then
trained using these concatenated vectors. This provides the
best trade-off between complexity and robustness: it is ro-
bust to planar rotations and to translations along the cameras
axes, but retraining is necessary if other modifications of the
camera pose happen. In our implementation,K was set to
30 for each of three views, so the concatenated vectorx has
length 90. The projection onto the two principal axes of the
90-d manifold for the training data is shown in Fig.3, using
hand axis-oriented shape contexts.
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Figure 3. 90-d manifold of multiple view x vec-
tors obtained from the training data.

Note that the first and second principal components are
roughly aligned with the variation inθZ and with the over-
all degree of flexion of the fingers, respectively. This hints
that this dataset of hand appearances can roughly be rep-
resented with two degrees of freedom. This effect cannot
be observed for single view descriptorsx. In that case, the
manifold seems to need at least three dimensions to show
more separability between hands poses.

3 Obtaining and Testing the Training Data

An essential input to the later regression process is, of
course, the association of eachxi with a set of known

joint anglesyi. For this paper, training pairs(xi,yi)
were obtained by generating imagery synthesised from a
hand model using joint angle data from the hand trajectory
database prepared by Stengeret al. [11].

A hand model including forearm, palm, thumb and fin-
gers was created using generalised cylinders and spheres.
The palm is rigid, and each finger is modelled as a planar
mechanism with 3 dof for flexion and 1 dof for abduction
and adduction with the palm. The same model is used for
the thumb, but its plane is not parallel to the fingers’ planes.
This gives a total of 20 internal dof plus 2 inactive dof for
the wrist, and 6 dof of global pose parameters. Thus the
hand pose is described by vectory ∈ IR28.

In this paper, we use two training sets. The first set,
dubbedopen-close, consists of a trajectory that starts with
all the fingers stretched and a grasping gesture is performed
in 78 frames. The glove used to generate this data did not
have a global position and orientation sensor, so the tra-
jectory was duplicated seven times for15◦ spaced values
0◦ ≤ θZ ≤ 90◦, giving a total of 546 poses. For desk-
top tasks the variation of the other orientation parameters
(θX andθY ) is usually small enough to enable us to rely on
the invariance properties of the modified shape contexts. A
more accurate global orientation can be obtained by triangu-
lation when multiple views are used. For a fair comparison
between single and multiple view,θX andθY are not taken
into account. For multi-camera application, the hands were
rendered from three different viewpoints.

The second training set, dubbedcomplex, was gener-
ated from a sequence of 239 internal poses in which fin-
gers move independently. As before, the trajectory was re-
produced for seven instances ofθZ , giving a total of 1673
three-dimensional poses.

Figure 4. 1st row: sample images from the top
view with modifications in orientation, trans-
lation and scale. The nearest-neighbour clas-
sification results using single and multiple
views are shown in the 2nd and 3rd rows.

In order to assess the discriminatory power of the im-
age descriptorsxi, a nearest neighbour classification exper-

3
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iment was performed with 36 hand images – 9 hand poses
taken from 4 orientations. The results, shown in Fig.4, sug-
gest that the image descriptor is robust enough to provide a
good qualitative description of the hand shape from images
that are not in the training set, even though the hand model
is not accurate. The same figure also shows that the use of
multiple views can improve the nearest neighbour classifi-
cation result.

4 Learning to Relate Descriptors to 3D Poses

To relate the image descriptorsxi to the 3D joint and
pose settingsyi, Agarwal and Triggs [1] proposed the use
of a regression method that learns the relation betweenI
pairs of vectors(xi,yi) by estimating the coefficients or
weights of a linear combination of basis functionsφk. The
problem is described as:

yi =

p
∑

k=1

akφk(xi) + ǫ ≡ Af(xi) + ǫ (1)

where ǫ is a residual error vector,yi ∈ IRm (i =
1, 2, · · · , I), andak ∈ IRm (k = 1, 2, · · · , p). For com-
pactness, the weight vectors can be gathered into anm × p
matrix A ≡ (a1 a2 · · · ap) and the basis functions into a
IRp-valued functionf(x) = (φ1(x) φ2(x) · · ·φp(x))⊤. As
discussed later,p = K for linear kernels, andp = I for
Gaussian kernels.

For I training pairs, the estimation problem takes the
form

A := arg min
A

{

I
∑

i=1

||Af(xi) − yi||
2 + R(A)

}

(2)

whereR(·) is a regulariser onA. Gathering the training vec-
tors into anm × I matrixY ≡ (y1 y2 · · · yI) and ap × I
feature matrixF ≡ (f (x1) f(x2) · · · f(xI)), equation (2)
can be rewritten as:

A := arg min
A

{

||AF− Y||2 + R(A)
}

. (3)

For unidimensional signalsy, Tipping [13] proposed
the use of Relevance Vector Machine (RVM), a method
based on sparse Bayesian learning to estimate efficiently
a good approximation ofA(1×p) with large sparsity. A
straightforward extension for multidimensional patternscan
be achieved by regressing input vectorsx against each indi-
vidual parameteryj (of vectory). The obtained row vectors
of weights can be concatenated into matrixA(m×p).

With theopen-closedata set, usingK = 90 (i.e. K = 30
for each view) and linear kernel functions (f (x) = x), the re-
sultingA matrix is shown in Fig.5 (top row). For samples
in the training set, this resulted in the mean absolute error

(computed by
∑I

i |Af(xi)−yi|/I) of 2.8◦, and mean stan-
dard deviation of2.4◦. The maximum average error and
standard deviation were34.0◦ and28.8◦ respectively, but
both occurred for the interphalangeal joint of the thumb,
which is occluded in many of the training images.
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Figure 5. Map of non-zero elements of matrix
A(m×p) resulting from: (top) RVM regression
of individual parameters separately, and (bot-
tom) linear regression using [ 1].

A problem with regressing parameters independently is
that noisy data can potentially provide impossible output
poses. For example, a regressor trained to recover 3D pose
of walking humans might output poses having both legs to
the front. Furthermore, training each row ofA individually
can cost too much computational time.

A method that estimates the whole matrixA in a sin-
gle process, creating a linear combination of relations with
multi-dimensional output is described in [1]. This regressor
is estimated by direct optimisation of the weights keeping
the hyperpriorν fixed.

The first step is the initialisation ofA with ridge regres-
sion. The regulariser is chosen to beR(A) ≡ λ||A||2, where
λ is a regularisation parameter. The problem can be de-
scribed as the minimisation of

||A~F− ~Y||2 := ||AF− Y||2 + λ||A||2 , (4)

where~F ≡ (F λI) and~Y ≡ (Y 0). A can be estimated by
solving the linear systemA~F = ~Y in least squares. Ridge so-
lutions are not equivariant under scaling of inputs, so bothx

andy vectors are scaled to have zero mean and unit variance
before solving.

The next step is to successively approximate the penalty
terms with “quadratic bridges”. Therefore, witha an el-
ement ofA, the regularisersR(a) = ν log ||a|| are ap-
proximated byν(||a||/ascale)

2 + const, which has the
same gradient as the original function. Ifconst is set to

4
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ν(log||ascale|| −
1
2 ) the regularising function values match

at ascale. Quadratic bridges approximation allows param-
eters to pass through zero if they need to, with less risk of
premature trapping and over-fitting.

Agarwal and Triggs proposed the use of column-wise set
of priors in the regulariserR(A): with a a column ofA,
R(a) ≈ ν(||a||/ascale)

2 + const, implying that the esti-
mated matrixA has some whole columnsak → 0. Depend-
ing on the kernel functions used, two different aspects of
cost reduction for pose estimation can be achieved. Iflin-
ear basis functionsare used, i.e.,f (x) = x, the nil vectors
ak indicate which components of vectorsx can be removed
without compromising the regression result. Therefore this
method can be used as afeature selector, resulting in a re-
duction in the number of shape descriptors needed.

Alternatively,kernel basis functionscan be used. They
are expressed byφi(x) = K(x,xi), making f(x) =
[K(x,x1),K(x,x2), · · · ,K(x,xn)]⊤, whereK(x,xi) is a
function that relatesx with the training samplexi. For ex-
ample (as used in this paper), one can use Gaussian kernels
K(x,xi) = eβ||x−xi||

2

, with β estimated from the scat-
ter matrix of the training data. In this case, the column-wise
sparsity ofA acts as a method to select relevant training sam-
ples.

The estimation ofA is then performed in a similar fash-
ion to Equation4, by iteratively solving the linear system:
A(F R) = (Y 0), where0 is am× p matrix of zeros andR is
ap× p matrix whose columns are defined byν/ascale, and
ascale is the norm||a|| of each column vector ofA from the
previous iteration. To reinforce sparsity, the columns ofA

whose norms are smaller than a thresholdTa are set to zero.
This process is repeated until convergence ofA.

Fig. 5 (bottom row) shows theA matrix obtained by this
method using linear kernel functions in theopen-closedata
set, with multiple view 90-d descriptorsx. The threshold
Ta was tuned to lead to the selection of 10 relevant fea-
tures, resulting on the selection of 5 features from camera 1
(side view), 3 features from camera 2 (top view), and 2 fea-
tures from camera 3 (another side view). For samples in the
training set, regression with this matrix resulted in the mean
absolute error of2.7◦, and mean standard deviation of2.0◦.
The maximum average error and standard deviation were
11.8◦ and 8.2◦ respectively, both for the interphalangeal
joint of the thumb. This represents an improvement in com-
parison to the results obtained by regressing the dofs indi-
vidually, with a simplification of matrixA, allowing feature
and sample selection. It is interesting to note that many of
the vectors selected using Tipping’s method coincide with
rows selected by Agarwal and Trigg’s method, confirming
a consistency between these methods.

It has been observed that Gaussian kernel functions can
provide better results at the expense of being slower than
linear kernel functions [1]. Indeed, the results showed later

suggest that linear functions are less stable to noise than
Gaussian kernel functions. The alternative proposed here
is to combine both by first reducing the dimensionality of
the descriptorsx with feature selection and then using re-
gression with Gaussian kernel functions to select the most
relevant samples. Since the dimension of the vectorsx is re-
duced in the first stage, all the distance calculations required
to computef(x) with Gaussian kernels are sped up.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Number of Relevance Vectors

The graphs of Fig.6 show the number of selected rele-
vance vectors as a function of the thresholdTa. Note that
the same threshold leads to the selection of more relevance
vectors for a single view. This hints that even though the
same number of training samples (and of the same dimen-
sionality) is used in both cases, fewer relevance vectors are
selected for multiple views, indicating that their measure-
ments are more discriminative. Fewer samples and fewer
features are needed to achieve the same relevance for mul-
tiple views.
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Figure 6. Number of selected relevance vec-
tors for linear and Gaussian kernels for sin-
gle and multiple views as a function of the
threshold Ta evaluated for the open-closeset.

5.2 Synthetic Images

For the experiments with synthetic images, ground truth
is available. The data set was evenly split in a training set
and a testing set (with no intersection) from the same se-
quence of movements. Although this practice makes train-
ing and testing data very similar, it is enough to distinguish
the performance between single and multiple view methods.

Table 1 shows a quantitative evaluation of the results
for both data sets using synthetic images. The columns
‘sel. ftrs.’ and ‘smpls.’ indicate how many relevance vec-
tors were selected with linear and Gaussian kernels, respec-
tively. The column ‘worst result’ shows the average error

5
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# Data
Kernels

Sel. Sel. Avg.
STD

Worst Which
Views Set Ftrs. Smpls. Error Result dof

1

open-
close

lin. 3 273 8.6◦ 6.9◦ 23.2◦ θZ

gauss. 90 105.6◦ 4.3◦ 14.5◦ T IP
both 13 292.3◦ 2.0◦ 6.0◦ θZ

complex
lin. 31 839 3.0◦ 2.7◦ 11.4◦ M DIP

gauss. 90 422.9◦ 2.5◦ 9.9◦ M DIP
both 35 362.9◦ 2.6◦ 10.7◦ M DIP

3

open-
close

lin. 2 273 5.4◦ 4.4◦ 17.0◦ T IP
gauss. 90 103.6◦ 2.7◦ 14.9◦ T IP
both 12 291.6◦ 1.2◦ 7.0◦ T IP

complex
lin. 31 839 2.5◦ 2.1◦ 8.9◦ M DIP

gauss. 90 412.4◦ 2.0◦ 8.3◦ M DIP
both 34 362.4

◦
2.0

◦
9.0

◦ M DIP

Table 1. Results with synthetic data obtained
using 273 and 839 training samples for open-
closeand complexdata sets, respectively.

for the parameter (dof) whose estimate was the worst, in-
dicated in the column ‘which dof’. The abbreviation T IP
refers to the thumb’s inter-phalangeal joint, and M DIP to
middle finger’s distal inter-phalangeal joint.

As expected, the worst estimates occurred in two cases:
(i) for dofs related to parts of the hand whose contour was
occluded in many of the images, and (ii) for the rotationθZ

when a single view is used, as this is not a rotation parallel
to the top view image plane.
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Figure 7. Left: Silhouettes obtained from a
sample pose in the training set from camera
1 (top) and 2 (bottom), highlighting (with red
‘*’) the points whose shape context is taken
into account after the selection of two rele-
vant features. Right: Shape contexts mani-
fold with the centroid of the selected cluster
from camera 2 indicated by a blue circle.

The sequence of movements in theopen-closedataset
can roughly be described by two degrees of freedom: flex-
ion of the all joints and twisting movement of the hand

about the forearm axis (θZ). In order to verify the ability of
the regressor to identify this, a feature selection experiment
was performed, tuning the thresholdTa to select only two
relevance vectors. But for asingle-view, three features were
selected, because any greater threshold resulted in only one
feature. Forthree-views, one vector from the top view and
another vector from one of the side views (camera 1) were
selected, as shown in Fig.7.

Note that, for both views, the centroids selected are close
to the wrist rather than the finger tips. A possible reason for
that is that features closer to the finger tips present too much
variation between samples and they are not present in some
of the samples,e.g. those with the hand in fist pose. This
has also been observed for single view.

The obtained regression results (see Fig.8 and table1)
show that the regressor is able to give a rough approxima-
tion of the pose using a minimal set of selected vectors (in
this case, image features). Even using less features for mul-
tiple views it is possible to achieve higher accuracy than
with a single view. It was also observed that, for single
view, asθZ grows, the pose estimate gets poorer because
the top view does not offer enough distinct features on its
own when the fingers get nearly aligned to the camera axis.

When using Gaussian kernels, it is harder to intuit the
minimal set of samples needed to estimate the pose.Ta
was chosen so that 10 relevant samples were selected from
the training set, and the results are shown in table1.

Both for single and multiple views, the selected samples
are mostly from ‘near-fist’ hand poses. This may seem odd,
but it is usual in an RVM-based system for the the most rele-
vant samples to be distant from the obtained pose estimates,
and for them not to be the most comprehensive samples in
terms of the variability of state (poses) [13].

Fig. 9 reports the application of feature selection fol-
lowed by samples selection to combine speed and perfor-
mance. Note that the superiority obtained for multiple
views is more evident forθZ . The pose of the hand was
estimated individually for each frame, which explains the
jittering trajectory.

In general, the improvement obtained by using multi-
ple views is evident, particularly when the number of fea-
tures used is small. However the improvement is view-
dependent, and if a single view captures the most mean-
ingful silhouette the improvement is diminished. A further
reduction in improvement arises because the synthetic im-
ages used so far are noise free. As shown in next section,
the rotation and scale improvement is restored when using
real images.

5.3 Real Images

For real images, whole training sets were used, giving
1679 training pairs for thecomplexdata set. For testing,

6
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Figure 8. Regression results using three (for
single view) and two (for multiple views) rel-
evance vectors (out of 90), with linear ker-
nels: (a) estimated angle of the interpha-
langeal joint of the index finger; (b) estimated
angle θZ of global rotation about the forearm.

images of the right hand of a single subject were used. Since
there is no ground truth available for the real images, only
qualitative results are shown.

Fig. 10 shows that multiple views provide a significant
improvement over single view data. This improvement be-
comes more evident when a small selection of features and
samples is used, as shown in Fig.11. Note that, for a sin-
gle view, the regressor seems to be unable to recover some
of the poses, probably because the measurements generate
poses that extrapolate the space of trained poses.

5.4 Computational Cost

As expected, the training phase, which is done off-line, is
very demanding both in terms of memory and CPU usage,
especially in the clustering for vector quantisation. How-
ever, once the histogram descriptorsx are obtained, train-
ing the regressor is not so expensive: it takes between 7s
for linear kernel functions using 32 features, and 328s for
Gaussian kernels using all features and 38 samples. This is
reduced to 305s if only 32 selected features are used. These
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Figure 9. Regression results combining both
feature selection and samples selection. The
parameters were tuned to select 13 or 12 fea-
tures for single and multiple view, respec-
tively; and 29 samples.

measurements were obtained running a Matlab implementa-
tion on a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 computer, averaging the timing
for thecomplexdata set.

In the application phase, the extraction of the image
descriptorx is the only step whose computational cost is
O(C), whereC is the number of cameras. The average
time for this step is 170ms per image.

The actual pose estimation process is extremely fast, tak-
ing between 7.2µs for linear kernel functions using 32 fea-
tures, and 35.7µs for Gaussian kernels using all features and
38 samples. This is reduced to 25.4µs if a subset of 32
selected features are used. Therefore, using the most ex-
pensive parameters, the application of the algorithm takes
652ms per frame if three cameras are used.

In terms of memory usage, the computation of the his-
togramx of all the shape contexts is the most expensive
part. If Gaussian kernel functions are used, matrixA is
O(m × I), which has shown to be not so demanding even
using all the 1679 training samples.
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Figure 10. Results obtained from real images
(top row) for single (middle row) and multiple
views (bottom row), using Gaussian kernels
with all the samples and all the features.

Figure 11. Similar to fig. 10, but using a sub-
set of 32 features and 38 selected samples.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented a regression-based method for
estimation of hand pose in 3D from multiple view image
descriptors, advancing the single-view method of Agarwal
and Triggs [1] proposed for human pose estimation. We
have shown that the use of rotation and scale invariant im-
age descriptors can reduce the number of training samples
needed, provided triangulation is first used to recover the
global pose parameters. The images descriptors are com-
bined at an intermediate level into a multiview descriptor by
concatenation. The mapping between multiview descriptors
and 3D poses is learnt using Agarwal and Triggs’ [1] exten-
sion regressor based on RVM.

Our experiments have, inter alia, examined the effects of
feature selection and sample selection both on the quality
of pose determination and on the computational time, us-
ing both synthetic and real imagery. We have found that
linear kernel functions have the advantage of computational
cost independent on the amount of training data used. How-
ever, we have found Gaussian kernel functions to be more
robust, so we have performed experiments combining both
linear and Gaussian kernels for speed and robustness. Our

experiments have also shown that, for general views, fewer
relevance vectors are needed in the multiple view case.
Their measurements are more discriminative, allowing cor-
rect pose estimates to be recovered in cases where a single
view all but fails.

An obvious modification to the current image descriptor
would involve the use of a better coding method, like Gaus-
sian mixtures or Jurie and Triggs’s method [6]. Another
possibility is to explore the extension of RVM for multidi-
mensional target spaces of Thayananthanet al. [12] which,
like the original RVM, optimises the hyperparameters. But
the main thrust of future work will be to evaluate how rel-
evant is the use of multiple hypotheses if multiple views
are employed. A more application-oriented direction of this
work is the integration with a generative tracker for real-
time results.
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